“We have ways to make you talk.”
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LOTUS

2021
THE ESSENTIAL GUIDE
By Adriane Pontecorvo

4TH STREET
FESTIVAL
NEW INSPIRATION
AFTER A YEAR
OF ISOLATION
By Michal Ann Carley

SELF-HELP FOR
THE REST OF US
THE HIDDEN COSTS OF
POSITIVE THINKING.
By Brian Stout

M O V I E S FOR M O D E R N S
NEVER GONNA SNOW AGAIN

On a gray, foggy morning outside a large Polish city, a masseur from the East
named Zhenia enters the lives of the wealthy residents of a gated community. With his hypnotic presence and quasi-magical abilities, he is able to get a
residence permit and starts plying his trade. The well-to-do residents in their
cookie-cutter suburban homes seemingly have it all, but they all suffer from
an inner sadness, some unexplained longing. The attractive and mysterious
newcomer’s hands heal, and Zhenia’s eyes seem to penetrate their souls. To
them, his Russian accent sounds like a song from the past, a memory of simpler times. Directed by Malgorzata Szumowska and Michal Englert (2021 • 113
min • Poland)

SUMMER OF ‘85

When Alexis (Félix Lefebvre) capsizes off the coast of Normandy, David (Benjamin Voisin) comes to the rescue and soon opens the younger boy’s eyes to
a new horizon of friendship, art, and sexual bliss. Their seaside summer fling
lasts just six weeks, but casts a shadow over a lifetime in François Ozon’s sexy,
nostalgic reverie of first love and its consequences. (2021 • 101 min • France)

IN BALANCHINE’S CLASSROOM

IN BALANCHINE’S CLASSROOM takes us back to the glory years of George
Balanchine’s New York City Ballet through the remembrances of his former
dancers and their quest to fulfill the vision of a genius. Opening the door to his
studio, Balanchine’s private laboratory, they reveal new facets of the groundbreaking choreographer: taskmaster, mad scientist, and spiritual teacher. Today, as his former dancers teach a new generation, questions arise: what was
the secret of his teaching? Can it be replicated?
Filled with never before seen archival footage of Balanchine at work during
rehearsals, classes, and in preparation for his most seminal works, along with
interviews with many of his adored and adoring dancers and those who try to
carry on his legacy today, this is Balanchine as you have never seen him, and a
film for anyone who loves ballet and the creative process. (2021 • 89 min)
Co-presented by the IU Jacobs School of Music. Kyra Nichols, who is one of
the last dancers to work with George Balanchine, will speak before one of the
screenings (date to be announced)

EMA

Ema, a dancer, upends her family life and sets out on an odyssey of personal
liberation. Renowned writer/director Pablo Larraín’s lusciously wild eighth film
premiered at the Venice International Film Festival and has since enchanted
audiences worldwide. Mariana Di Girolamo and Gael García Bernal star in this
incendiary drama about art and desire. (2021 • 107 min • Chile)
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LITTLE GIRL

Little GIrl is the moving portrait of
7-year-old Sasha, who has always
known that she is a girl. Sasha’s family has recently accepted her gender
identity, embracing their daughter
for who she truly is while working to
confront outdated norms and find
affirmation in a small community of
rural France. Realized with delicacy
and intimacy, Sébastien Lifshitz’s
documentary poetically explores
the emotional challenges, everyday
feats, and small moments in Sasha’s
life. (2021 • 88 min • France)

SCALES

A rebellious teenage girl fights back
against patriarchal oppression in
Saudi director Shahad Ameen’s visually arresting feminist fable.
(2021 • 75 min • Saudi Arabia)

EYIMOFE: This is my Desire

This stunning debut drama, set in
colorful, chaotic Lagos, the former
Nigerian capital, is made by twin
brothers, Arie and Chuko Esiri. Not
unlike many working class Americans, the two main characters are
just one piece of bad news away
from a precipitous fall into poverty.
Both are scrambling to overcome
Kafkaesque obstacles placed in the
way of obtaining passports to quit
Nigeria for Europe. ( 2021 • 110 minutes • Nigeria)

FAUCI

Dubbed “America’s Doctor” by The
New Yorker, Dr. Fauci has become
America’s most unlikely cultural
icon, with his signature blend of scientific acumen, candor, courage and
integrity in the face of Covid-19. At
times he’s surprisingly funny. He’s a
tireless and effective communicator
who has captured hearts and minds
across the nation and around the
world. (2021)
SEPT 2021

WE’RE
BACK!

The Ryder is once
again showing films
on campus in the IU
Fine Arts Theater.
We’ll be following
IU’s vaccination
protocols.
As we go to press,
there are still some
programming details
yet to be confirmed.
But by the time you
read this, our
September
calendar will be
posted at
TheRyder.com.
There’s a lot to look
forward to:
first run films from
France, Poland,
Chile, Nigeria and
Saudi Arabia.
We’re also looking
forward to seeing all
of you once again.
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EPICANTHUS

MIDDLE WAY HOUSE

A new book of poetry explores Asian Americanness and all its puzzling and delightful
complexities.

In conjunction with the Fifty-Year
Anniversary of Middle Way House,
the Ryder has been running a series
of interviews with key staﬀ, board
members, and volunteers. This issue
features immediate past board president,
Michael Denunzio, and current
president, Kathleen Sideli.

by Hiromi Yoshida

By Robert F. Arnove

THE KNIGHTSBRIDGE OBSERVATORY

All that remains today is a round tumulus of spray-painted bricks. What is the story behind
this mysterious local landmark?
By Noah Sandweiss

THIS ISN’T FINE:
SELF-HELP FOR THE
REST OF US

4TH STREET FESTIVAL

A new group of authors is taking
a clear-eyed look at the hidden
costs of unflappable optimism and
positive thinking.

The 4th Street Festival 2021 will be one of the ﬁrst that artisans and the public will be able
to attend since our year in isolation, and in keeping with the arts-supportive character of
Bloomington, it should be a happy return to extolling the value of the visual arts.

By Michal Ann Carley

By Brian Stout

DEPARTMENTS
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LOTUS 2021: THE ESSENTIAL GUIDE

The Lotus Festival is back, both with caution and a uniquely promising
lineup that points to the Lotus Foundation’s truly global point of view.

By Adriane Pontecorvo
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The Actors Theatre of Indiana announces
their new season; the Carmel International
Arts Festival returns, and Tanna will be
screened at the IU Cinema.

EVENT HORIZON

Fun stuff to do in September while you’re
wearing a mask

CONTEST RULES: email your answer to FamousBuses@TheRyder.com. The subject line should read “Bus Contest.”
Winners will receive a pair of tickets to The Ryder Film Series where, if they are lucky, they will see a movie featuring one
or more buses in supporting roles. If they are especially lucky, winners may also get a Bloomington Transit coloring book
and other cool stuff. Be sure to include a mailing address with your entry. Employees of BT, The Ryder and their families
or facsimiles thereof may not enter. New Jersey residents add a 15% surcharge.
The bus in
the historical
documentary, Going
Furthur, belongs to

The Flying Burrito Brothers

Answer to Last Week’s Question:

The Merry Pranksters

The bus in Shazam is on its way to 4th
and Walnut.

Abba
The Three Stooges

Remember…Movies wouldn’t be Movies without Buses.
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Pizza | Pasta | Calzones | Sandwiches | Salads
Italian Chicken Dinners | Gluten-Free Menu | Beer & Wine

Order
online!
DoorDash delivery
or curbside carryout.
Beer & wine also available!
Or dine in with us!
(When allowed)

East 3rd St next to Starbucks | 812-331-1234
West 3rd St by Kroger | 812-323-0123
Columbus in The Commons on Washington 812-348-7600
SEPT 2021

Buccetos.com
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Explore natural areas
Protect & restore habitat
Empower local conservation

support

Sycamore Land Trust
by becoming a member

sycamorelandtrust.org/donate
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Movies in the Parks
Rear Window

*Celebrate National Hispanic Heritage Month with
the Commission on Hispanic and Latino Affairs.
Bloomington Parks and Recreation and the Ryder Film
Series present free movies on the big screen in city parks.
Movies begin at dusk; see estimated start times. Please be
aware that some of the movies have a rating of PG.
We request your assistance in determining if a particular
movie is appropriate for your family. Rain date October 2.

PG • 1954 • 1 hr 52 min
Friday, August 20 • 9 p.m.
Bryan Park

Zootopia

PG • 2016 • 1 hr 48 min
Friday, September 10 • 8:30 p.m.
Bryan Park

Sponsors:

Amethyst House, Lisa J. Baker, DDS, Bluestone Tree,
Choice Realty & Management, Crazy Horse, The Dog House,
LLC, ISU The May Agency, The Niese Agency—State Farm,
Office Easel Promotions, and World Wide Automotive Service

Beverly Hills Chihuahua*
PG • 2008 • 1 hr 31 min
Friday, September 17 • 8:30 p.m.
Bryan Park

Sundays in Bryan Park

5:30–8:30 p.m. • 1001 S. Henderson St.

August 8

Russian Cowboy
Moxxie

Community Events
Hotline 812-349-3754.

indie rock
fierce, heavy-hitting, fuzz rock power duo

August 15

O2R Blues Band
The Movin’ Hips

blues, jazz, and boogie
blues, soul, and R&B

August 22

Postmodern Jazz Quartet
straight ahead modern jazz
Monika Herzig Acoustic Project
contemporary
sophisticated jazz

Switchyard Park Concert Series

An Evening with the Bloomington
Community Band and the
Bloomington Jazz Orchestra
Sunday, September 19 • 6 p.m.
Switchyard Park, 1601 S. Rogers St., Main Stage
Bring a lawn chair, blanket, and picnic
dinner and delight in the sounds of local
musicians with the Performing Arts Series!

Thank you to our sponsors:

Diamond Record:

6 p.m. opener • 7:15 p.m. main act
Switchyard Park, 1601 S. Rogers St., Main Stage

August 13

Huckleberry Funk

high-powered funk, R&B, and soul

August 27
Krista Detor

singer-songwriter

Sept. 3
Dizgo

jam rock

Evening with the Bloomington
Symphony Orchestra

Platinum Record:

Bell Trace
Catalent Biologics
Limestone Post
Sterling Real Estate, Inc.

Gold Record:

Shakespeare in the Park

Lisa J. Baker, DDS
CFC Properties
Eagle Ridge Civil Engineering Services
ISU The May Agency
Smile Promotions

Thursday–Saturday, Sept. 9–11 • 7 p.m.
Sunday, Sept. 12 • 2 p.m.
Waldron, Hill and Buskirk Park, 331 S. Washington St.

AZTEC Engineering
Bledsoe Riggert Cooper James
Cassady Electrical Contractors, Inc.
Stafford Real Estate

Sunday, August 29 • 7 p.m.
Switchyard Park, 1601 S. Rogers St., Main Stage

Monroe County Civic Theater presents
All’s Well That Ends Well—90 minutes.

L O CNAE W
T IO N !

Silver Record:

The use of face coverings is recommended. Practice physical distancing by staying 6 feet away
from others. Hand sanitizer stations are available at the event. Please bring your own seating.

bloomington.in.gov/concerts
Community Events Hotline: 812-349-3754

SEPT 2021

btownparks

City of Bloomington, IN - Parks and Recreation

BloomingtonParks
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WHAT TO EXPECT WHEN YOU’RE EXPECTING...

alpha
Peter LoPilato
contributing editors
Pennﬁeld Jensen
Tom Prasch
Tom Roznowski
KD Self
Colleen Wells
editor-at-large
Jason Vest
Justin Chandler
art direction
Stephanie Watters Flores
graphic design
Danielle Kay Lucas
contributing writers
Michal Ann Carley
Joan Hawkins
Rachel Himsel
Yaël Ksander
John Linnemeier
John Bob Slone
Brian Stout
Sally Rogers
Buddy Sorrell
John Bob Slone

ACTORS THEATRE OF
INDIANA NEW SEASON
Actors Theatre of Indiana is excited to share
that they are returning to live and in-person
theatre for 2021 – 2022! ATI has announced
their 2021-2022 season, and it is packed with
exciting, high quality professional performances that will engage and inspire the
audience, and maybe teach them something
new along the way. Actors Theatre of Indiana will present their new season beginning
on September 10 in The Studio Theater, part
of The Center for the Performing Arts in
Carmel.
The new ATI season will kick off with ALWAYS…PATSY CLINE, running from September 10 to October 3, 2021. This true tale
of friendship is told through the letters of
Louise Segar, a devoted fan who befriended
Patsy Cline at a Texas honky-tonk. Featuring Cline’s unforgettable hits, this funny
and touching tribute celebrates the life and
career of the legendary singer who died
tragically in a plane crash. “I Fall to Pieces,” “Sweet Dreams” and “Walking After
Midnight” are just a few of the 27 featured
songs–you’d be “Crazy” to miss it!

snake charmer
Filiz Cicek
lunch room monitor
Wanda Feathers
ethics and compliance
Alan Abel
animal trainer
Dwayne Hardwick
publisher’s wardrobe
Tom Ford
Nicky Hilton
omega
Peter LoPilato
The Ryder is published 10 times annually by
I Saw A Film Today Oh Boy, Inc and is distributed
in Bloomington and on the campus of
Indiana University.
812 727.0775 editor@TheRyder.com

Published in memory of Paul Sturm
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LOMBARDI, being performed from
October 29 thru November 21, 2021. This
Tony Nominated Broadway play follows
Coach Vince Lombardi of the Green Bay
Packers through a week in the 1965 NFL
season as he attempts to lead his team to
the championship. Although football’s
Super Bowl trophy is named for him,
few know the real story of Lombardi the
man, his inspirations, his passions and
ability to drive people to achieve what
they never thought possible
The year 2022 starts oﬀ with a bang--THE
BIG BANG. From January 28 to – February
20, 2022 you’ll ﬁnd yourself in the living
room of an elegant Park Avenue apartment
in New York City. Jed and Boyd, along
with their pal Albert on the piano, stage a
backers’ audition for an 83.5 million-dollar,
twelve-hour long musical depicting the
history of the world from creation to the
present. Eighteen sidesplitting numbers
portraying Adam and Eve, Attila the Hun,
the building of the pyramids, Julius Caesar
and Columbus, among others, give potential
investors a taste of the impending extravaganza. In the process, the opulent Park Avenue apartment “borrowed” for the occasion
is trashed as the two snatch its furnishings
to create makeshift costumes while singing
and clowning their way through inventive
recreations of the past.
The 2021-2022 ATI season will wrap up
with WORKING: THE MUSICAL from
April 27 – May 22, 2022. This examination of 26 people from all walks of life
proves that it’s more than just a job for
the average working American. Based on
Studs Terkel’s best-selling book of interviews with American workers, Working
paints a vivid portrait of the men and
women that the world so often takes for
granted: the schoolteacher, the phone operator, the waitress, the millworker, the
mason and the housewife, just to name
a few. Nominated for six Tony Awards,
this classic has been updated for a modern age, featuring new songs by Tony
Award-winning Lin-Manuel Miranda, as
well as favorites by Stephen Schwartz,
Craig Carnelia and James Taylor.

2608 E. 10th Street | (812) 287-7405

Now serving:
SMASHBURGERS!
Tuesday - Friday: 11am - 4pm
Weekend Brunch
Saturday & Sunday: 10am - 3pm
Open for dine-in, patio seating,
Delivery, and Grab-N-Go!
Order online at hivebloomington.com

BLOOMINGTON’S
PIZZA DELIVERY HERO

SINCE 1982

Now with expanded delivery service to the North side!

Get our app, visit pizzaxbloomington.com/order, or call us at any of our 6 convenient locations

Pizza X West

Pizza X Campus
1791 E. 10th St.
(812) 339-7737

Pizza X Ellettsville

4621 W. Richland Plaza Dr.
(812) 876-4443

Pizza X South

1610 W. 3rd St.
(812) 332-2522

2443 S. Walnut St. Pk.
(812) 332-8500

Pizza X East

Pizza X North

877 S. College Mall Rd.
(812) 355-5000

Delivery only
(812) 333-0000

Not sure which store to call? Find out at pizzaxbloomington.com/store-ﬁnder

BIG X BARGAIN

$16.99

LITTLE 500® DEAL VOLUME DEAL
“Little 500” is a registered trademark
of the Indianapolis Motor Speedway

$10.49
each

$5.99

LG. 1-TOPPING PIZZA / 2 DRINKS / BREADSTIX
SMALL: $14.49 / X-LARGE: $19.49

BREADSTIX / 2 DIPPING SAUCES / 22 OZ. SODA

2 to 10 LG. 1-TOPPING PIZZAS

/ $10.49 EACH

XL 1-TOPPING PIZZAS / $13.49 EACH

You can call the box office at The Center
for the Performing Arts at (317) 843-3800
to order your tickets or visit atistage.org.

SEPT 2021
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TANNA: MOLTEN LOVERS
IN THE PACIFIC RING OF FIRE
H U M A N U N I V E R S A L S A N D U N I Q U E C U LT U R A L D R A M A I N
VA N U AT U , A S A PA I R O F S TA R - C R O S S E D L O V E R S D E F Y S O C I A L
E X P E C T A T I O N S A N D F I N D S O L A C E I N T H E M S E LV E S
BY DAVID STRINGER
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Wawa (Marie Wawa) and Dain (Mungau Dain)
are fugitive lovers in Tanna.

The ﬁlm series Islands of Resilience opens in IU Cinema’s virtual screening room with the visually stunning
Tanna (2015), a tale based on a true story of forbidden
love on the lush, hypnotically beautiful island of Tanna,
in the Paciﬁc archipelago of Vanuatu. The setting is the
village of Yakel and its surrounding environment, with
verdant forests, heavenly waterfalls, and a bleak, glowering volcano at the heart of it all.
In a story that is familiar across human cultures, two
young people fall in love, only to fall afoul of the
expectations of their families. Following the killing of
the village shaman by a rival community, tribal leaders
have agreed upon an arranged marriage to seal peace
between enemies. Wawa loves Dain, but she is now a
promised bride, and if she runs away, war may rain
down on her village. Ineluctably, the lovers elope.
Tanna is part of a new wave of ﬁlmmaking by and
with indigenous people, highlighting both resilience
and change in traditional societies and environments.
Such ﬁlms adopt the viewpoint of the communities
themselves, telling the stories they want to tell in their
own voices, and forcing international audiences to

reframe their perspectives. The cast of Tanna consists
of people from the village of Yakel itself, who developed the story with the Australian ﬁlmmakers based
on events that took place in the 1980s. What stands out
about this unique ﬁlm is not just its award-winning
cinematography, as the viewer is immersed in green
forest luminosity, volcanic purple haze, and the play of
light on textures of skin and petals, but the entrancing
performances of the untrained cast. There is an eﬀortless grace in the children’s play, a genuine panic in the
worry of the elders, and between the lovers a sense of
intimacy that requires no translation.
Tanna is directed by Martin Butler and Bentley Dean. IU
Cinema will present a virtual screening preceded by a

live introduction via Zoom on September 9th at 7pm (104
minutes / language: Nauvhal, English subtitles)

Women on the shore collecting shells for a
bridal necklace.

SEPT 2021
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a film presented by the IU Jacobs School of Music & The Ryder Film Series

SEPTEMBER 17 . 18 . 24 . 25

SEPT 2021

VISIT THERYDER.COM
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Epicanthus
by Hiromi
Yoshida

Coverage of the 2021 Atlanta spa shootings suggests that
women of Asian descent are comparatively invisible till they
emerge in national consciousness as victims, corpses, collateral
damage—their stories publicized only posthumously, then,
forgotten in the course of absorption into activist hashtags. That
is why their voices beg to be heard now more than ever.
Although my second poetry chapbook, Epicanthus
(Finishing Line Press, 2021), is readable within this context of
#StopAsianHate resistance to the historical erasure of women
of Asian descent, it is also an archive of personal childhood
experiences in the tumultuous early 1970s of New York City.
Epicanthus is also an exploration and a celebration of Asian
Americanness, and all its puzzling and delightful complexities
and ambiguities.
In fact, the epicanthus recalls Jacques Lacan’s notion of the
petit objét a by signifying the ambiguously liminal threshold at
which racial identities are determined: One is racialized as Asian
or Caucasian, depending on the characteristics of the eyelid’s
epicanthic fold. Thus, in my chapbook’s title poem, I have called
the epicanthus “the sly difference” that “winks” at us, luring us
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into the “complicity” of participating in the arbitrary practices of
racialization.
Because the intersectionality of gender and race is the
underlying subtext of Epicanthus poems, they are also readable
as a sequel to those within my first chapbook, Icarus Burning
(Finishing Line Press, 2020). Like the poems in Icarus Burning,
they present women’s experiences while interrogating iconicity
and historicity—but from a slyly winking Asian American
perspective. Like Icarus, whom I had reconceived as a floating
signifier of fluctuating desire, the epicanthus invites multiple
projections and speculations. Sunward blink, and Icarus is
conceivable as “a waxy speck.” Shift that perspective to the
blinking eye itself, and the epicanthus emerges as the threshold
of interrogation, slippery and arbitrary like wayward Icarus.
All but two of the poems in Epicanthus are relatively recent
compositions. While the long satirical poem, “Japanese War
Brides,” and the short eye poem, “Chinese Lantern,” were
inspired by the workshop that Marilyn Chin had led at the
2003 Indiana University Writers’ Conference, the other poems
evolved and coalesced throughout my postgraduate years since

RYDER

2015. Some are
deeply personal
childhood
narratives (“NYC
Chinatown,”
“The Lunchbox,”
“The F-Word”),
while others
revisit
historicized
events of scarring
magnitude
(“Hiroshima
& Nagasaki,”
“Godwind,”
“Collateral
Damage”). Yet,
other poems are
recollections of silly, giggly childhood experiences (“TV Dinner,”
“Bologna,” “Channel Surfers”), or affirmative vignettes of
family life (“Moon Palace King,” “Mother’s Garden,” “Googling
Monika”). In either case, these poems are fragments within
the greater mosaic of American life, ironized and celebrated in
“COVID America,” the long poem that has been selected for a
Pushcart nomination.
Life’s most precious moments are transient—appearing,
then, disappearing, with the blink of an eye, and we are
hoodwinked into believing in the tangibility of mirages.
Epicanthus will be available starting 8 October 2021 at
Finishing Line Press, and major online booksellers, such as
Amazon.com and barnesandnoble.com. Preview three poems
(“Umami,” “Godwind,” and “Googling Monika”) at Discover
Nikkei Journal.
One of Bloomington’s finest and most outspoken poets, Hiromi
Yoshida is a finalist for the 2019 New Women’s Voices Poetry Prize
for Icarus Burning (Finishing Line Press, 2020); and a semifinalist for
the 2020 Gerald Cable Book Award, and the 2018 Wilder Poetry Book
Prize for Green Roses Bloom for Icarus. She is also an independent
literary scholar, and a freelance writer and editor, who has contributed
to Limestone Post and The Bloomingtonian. She is also the diversity
consultant for the Writers Guild at Bloomington, and a poetry
instructor for the Indiana Writers Center. She is also a poetry reader for
Flying Island Journal, a reviewer for Plath Profiles, and a copy editor
for Gidra Magazine. Her poems have been nominated for inclusion in
the Sundress Best of the Net anthology, and have been added to the
INverse Poetry Archive.
Anticipate the Epicanthus book launch reading in October 2021 at
The Runcible Spoon Restaurant & Café.

Epicanthus is an
exploration and a
celebration of Asian
Americanness, and all its
puzzling and delightful
complexities and
ambiguities.

Comfort food,
Creole attitude.
www.the-uptown.com
102 east kirkwood ave
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For more information and to purchase tickets,
visit the Center for Performing Arts Box Office,
call 317.843.3800 or visit atistage.org.
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Knightsbridge
Observatory
What is the story
behind the mysterious
local landmark?

In a grove

on the edge of town, a
domed brick silo loomed
like a post-apocalyptic Rapunzel’s tower. Not visible from the
road, even after the leaves had fallen, Knightridge Observatory
was an in-the-know kind of place. The local landmark was a
well-known secret amongst Bloomingtonians and its mystique
and accessibility garnered a cult interest from urban-explorers.
By day, vine-choked gears and rusted turret roof lent a fable-like
quality to a building that at night felt haunting and dangerous;
a reputation backed up by a rickety staircase and rotting
floorboards. Layers of spray-paint from high schoolers and the
immature at heart added an obscene and carnivalesque flair.
It’s perhaps a wonder that the building stood on the spot
for 84 years, without incident, and more or less accessible to the
public. As it gained internet attention in recent years, trash and
graffiti multiplied and Youtube videos with titles like Creepy
Abandoned Observatory added to its growing notoriety. In
August 2020, Jeremy Hogan, photojournalist and founder of the
Bloomingtonian news site, was the first to report that the building
had been demolished.
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“It was one of those unique Bloomington
spots that have been disappearing,” Hogan
said, listing it alongside such lost landmarks
as the Empire Quarry.
The Observatory began as the passion
project of one man, Professor Wilbur A.
Cogshall, an Indiana University professor of
Astronomy and Mechanics, recruited in 1900
to help run the soon-to-be-built Kirkwood
Observatory, which still stands in Dunn
Woods on the Bloomington campus. An
energetic and eccentric educator, Cogshall
coached the University’s cross-country
team, participated in annual Senior-Faculty
basketball games, helped develop and
direct the Board of the Indiana Union, and
tracked the population center of the United
States as it crossed through Monroe County.
Not content with his role at the Kirkwood
Observatory, Cogshall made plans to build
his own telescope and Observatory for more
experimental research.
In a letter to Indiana University president William Bryan
and the Board of Trustees, addressed April 11th 1935, Cogshall
lays out the estimated costs for erecting a “dome” for the new
microscope at $2107:
“If the board could appropriate not to exceed $2500,”
Cogshall insisted, “we could finish this project and get this
instrument into operation next fall, some twenty years after it
was started.”
Cogshall
eventually got
his Observatory.
In May 1936, the
Indianapolis Times
announced the planned construction of Cogshall’s Observatory
on an acre of land belonging to farmer Thomas Huntington,
two miles southeast of Bloomington. The Observatory came as
the result of twenty-five years of research and lobbying set back
by war and depression. Cogshall’s letter suggests that federal
relief could offset the cost of labor in an endeavor he shared

That’s what it was,
a local landmark.
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By
Noah Sandweiss
with his students. The University, of course, already had a much
statelier Observatory, but Cogshall required a facility designed
to his specifications to house an experimental telescope of his
own design. Inspired by the ideas of German physicist Karl
Schwarzchild, his telescope would be the first of its kind. Its 26inch mirror reflecting telescope used a camera in place of a lens
in order to record and measure faint points of light, and moved
with the roof on a rotating track. Once Cogshall retired in 1944,
his Observatory fell into increasing disuse, operating for another
sixteen years until light pollution from Bloomington’s expanding
suburbs forced the facility to close.
Following a trail of scanty documents and fuzzy accounts
of the Knightridge’s years of operations, I called the only living
person to have seen the Observatory intact, IU professor emeritus
Dr. Martin Burkhead. Asked about the work conducted at
Knightridge Observatory, Burkhead paused for a second, and
laughed.
“There’s no one alive who’s ever used it,” he told me, “And
I’m the only one who knows what you’re talking about.”
When the IU astronomy department hired Burkhead
in 1965—thirty years after the construction of Knightridge
Observatory—he discovered the site had been abandoned for
years. In the decade after it was built a generation of students
were drafted to fight in World War II, and the astronomy
department was more occupied with training pilots in celestial
navigation than with tracking distant stars. By the end of the war,
Cogshall had retired, and his cutting-edge telescope had been
eclipsed.
“The only way I ever saw [the telescope] was in a dome
with little mice running around it,” said Burkhead. By his arrival
in 1965, candlewax and graffiti already hinted at nocturnal
visitors, and overgrowth blocked out the stars. The Observatory’s
value as a ruin had already supplanted its original scientific
purpose. Even though he arrived at IU a mere twenty years after
Cogshall’s retirement, Burkhead never remembers seeing a single
one of the photographic plates captured by the telescope.
Word of the abandoned telescope spread throughout the
astronomical community by word-of-mouth, and Burkhead
negotiated the sale of telescope’s four-ton mount the New Jersey
Astronomical Association (NJAA) for one hundred dollars. The
NJAA arrived with trucks and cranes, and in a scaled-up game
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There’s no one alive
who’s ever used it, and
I’m the only one who
knows what you’re
talking about.
of Operation removed the impressive contraption through an
opening in the roof.
“Boy, they knew what they were doing,” Burkhead
recollected, “that’s the best thing that could’ve happened for that
telescope.”
The mount was
relocated to the NJAA’s
facility, where it continues
to operate in the Buzz
Aldrin Astronomical Center.
The lenses went to the
family of their creator, Dr.
Cogshall. To this day, the
Knightridge site remains a
farm in the ownership of the
Huntington’s family, who
left alone the hulking ruin
in a wooded corner of their
field for the better part of
a century. Burkhead hasn’t
returned to the site since
August 1965, and doesn’t
Nationally known IU astronomy
feel particularly sentimental.
professor Wilbur Cogshall built
“It needed getting rid
the Observatory for experimental
of,” he said of the telescope
research. Photo courtesy of
“and it found a good home.”
Indiana University
For locals and IU
alumni familiar with the
site, and ruin fans who
may have encountered it on the Atlas Obscura or any number of
abandoned-site blogs. Many of the posts and comments that in
the year since the demolition reminisce about past visits to the
site, ruminating on its kaleidoscopic graffiti, wooded seclusion,
and surprising accessibility.
Dr. Burkhead, despite his detachment from the site, keeps
a small memento of Knightridge Observatory as it was when he
first visited: a scale model of the telescope mount, gifted to him
by the NJAA.
All that remains today is a round tumulus of spray-painted
bricks. “A local landmark,” said Burkhead, “That’s what it was, a
local landmark.”
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A GLIMPSE INTO THIS YEAR’S

4th Street
Festival
By Michal Ann Carley

The 4th Street Festival will be one of the first
that artisans and the public will be able to
attend since our year in isolation, and in
keeping with the arts-supportive character
of Bloomington, it should be a happy return
to extolling the value of the visual arts.
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T

he 4th Street Festival of the Arts and Fine Crafts is
returning to Bloomington on Labor Day weekend
after last year’s pandemic lights-out. This year’s
health precautions will dictate that artisan booths are to
be limited to 80, that music and spoken-word stages and
community booths will be virtual only and will follow all CDC
masking-up guidelines. For those art lovers with children,
Lotus Education & Arts Foundation will have a children’s tent
with safety precautions in place for making take-home projects.
While the pandemic forced artists into isolation, its
circumstances offered up prolonged quietude, provoking
a reflective time that resulted in new inspiration and the
creation of bodies of work that explored new ideas, materials,
and techniques that were unavailable to them in the hubbub
of traveling to multiple shows. However, although artists
generally work alone in their studios, they make their work for
an audience, who in-turn, respond to their work.
Art and craft cannot function in a vacuum because it
must be seen and interacted with. People crave encounters
with beauty and what is visually stimulating because it can
evoke and heighten our own senses. The artisans also crave
this interaction, and those dialogues with us–their audience–
become an integral part of the artistic evolution of their work.
They also must rely on exposure, often in the form of exhibits
and art shows, for income. 2020 delivered a serious emotional
and financial blow to most of us. The 4th Street Festival will
be one of the first that artisans and the public will be able to
attend since our year in isolation, and in keeping with the artssupportive character of Bloomington, it should be a happy
return to extolling the value of the visual arts.
The public will see returning and new artists with new
work inspired by a time of challenge, change, and stillness.
What will be most enjoyable, will be the ability to experience
and respond to the artwork and to interact with it
When the organizers sent out the call for applications to
4th Street, the
work was to
be submitted
under specific
categories
including
ceramics, fiber,
painting and
wood. So, it
is under these
rubrics that
artisans’ work
is categorized:
material (clay,
fiber, wood)
or processes
(painting,
printmaking),
in addition to
“jewelry” which
is a broad, all
material-and
processesencompassing
category.
Following here
Mary McFarland: Lavender
are highlights
Zebra (front)
from some of
those categories.
Hand-painted silk, sewn
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Unique gifts you can
feel good about giving.
FAIR TRADE | ARTISAN MADE
Jewelry | Home Decor | Coffee | Books & More

Visit our shop on the Courthouse Square.
122 N Walnut Street

GlobalGiftsft.com
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Thomas Bothe

Thomas Bothe creates functional
vessels and plates, yet each piece is a
sophisticated form that best reveal each
surfaces’ aesthetic possibilities and the
careful consideration of balance, elegant
proportion, shape, and surface design.

Thomas Bothe is a ceramicist. His
route to that calling was a circuitous
one. In 1993, he was laid off from his
job as an engineer, and out of necessity
he began to reexamine his aspirations.
He traveled to Pittsburgh to help in
his brother’s Fine Furniture design
business and found himself drawn
to the creative, hands-on work-life
his brother enjoyed. That fall, he took
his first pottery class at the Rochester
Institute of Technology and fell in
love with clay in his hands. He took
more classes to develop his skills and
technical knowledge as he also worked alongside his brother in
the furniture business and ultimately became convinced that he
had to give a career in pottery a try. Bothe stopped looking for
engineering jobs in late 1994 and hasn’t looked back.
Eventually, Thomas became a production pottery at Earth
Tones Pottery and a studio tech at the Manchester Craftsmen
Guild in Pittsburgh, where after refining his artistic vision, and
technical and hand-skill knowledge of the craft, he was conferred
the position of Resident Artist at MCG. There he studied
complicated glaze formulas, fired cone 10 reduction kilns, and
taught pottery and hand-building to high school students.
Throughout his development, Bothe attended workshops with
renowned ceramic artists such as Ken Ferguson, Karen Karnes,
Michael Simon, Richard Aerni, and David McDonald.
At night, Thomas worked in his basement studio to clarify
his forms and surface design and within four years, he began
to sell enough raku and functional pottery at shows that he was
able to give up his day jobs. Today, he creates his functional
stoneware using three, distinctly different processes: multiglazed, crystalline, and barrel-fired. While all the work that
Thomas creates has the functional utility of a vessel or plate,
each piece is a sophisticated form that is specific to its process–
designing both with the particular technical capacities in play

Thomas Bothe: Teapot
Clay, wheel-thrown, altered assembled, wood
ash, multiple glaze
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that best reveal each surfaces’ aesthetic possibilities and the
careful consideration of balance, elegant proportion, shape, and
surface design.
When Bothe is using sprayed wood-ash and multiple glazes,
he builds a work on a wheel and by hand into an elevated,
clean form with a lot of surface area on which to play out the
contrasting glazes. He uses ribs, handmade rollers/stamps,
and slip to add texture to the surface and takes advantage of a
celadon component in the wood-ash glaze to accentuate surface
variations. Thomas states, “spraying multiple layers of glazes
creates subtle blushes and a softness and depth that I treasure.”
In the past few years, the artist has deeply explored the
Japanese methods and theory of zinc glazes–which are crystalline
in structure. He applies the glaze with a brush working with
one of two base glazes that partially or fully cover the form. The
crystals develop at cone 11 and mature during a three to five
hours hold at 2000 degrees where an “incredible metamorphosis
takes place in the kiln when crystals intersect and create
interesting lines,” says the artist. These are often swollen,
bulbous forms with a gracefully slender neck, providing them
with broad surfaces on which the dance of crystals takes place.
Bothe’s most spontaneous approach to stoneware is his
barrel-fired technique. At first, he throws and trims a sizable

Thomas Bothe: Oval Casserole
Clay, wheel-thrown, altered assembled, wood
ash, multiple glazes
RYDER

piece, he lets it dry, then sands any
throwlines to ensure a smooth surface. It is
then coated highlighting
with oil and burnished
dream,”
its smooth
achievements in
with tumbling stones, making the surface
cinematography
and production
design.
shine. After this, the in-process
pieces
are low firedBuck,
to extractwriting
any remaining
Douglas
for the online site
moisture and then further amended
Off
(2018),
notesfoil,
ofand
the “first half”
withScreen
pierced belts
of aluminum
sprinkled
with copper
carbonate,
salt, and
of
the film:
“From
the jarringly
sudden
iron oxide. Finally, in an outdoor campfire,
leering
closeups
…sideways
to theorimpressive
he heats the
pieces placed
upside
down
on
a
bed
of
straw
in a barrel
city procession … on into
the entire rich
and more straw, cardboard and kindling
populace
uncontrolled
and
are placed on falling
top before into
lighting.
After
six
hours,
Thomas
removes
the
pots
and
violent debauchery … The Plague of Florence
them and when they’ve dried, he
iswashes
chock
full of images so cinematically
applies hot wax and buffs it. The results
great,
it’sunpredictable
a wonder—and
an egregious
are largely
and spectacular,
bowing to experimentation and process.

omission—that [the film]
isn’t placed on the same
pedestal as so many of
Deborah
its fellow silent German
O’Keeffe
brethren.”
Further: “If the
Deborah
O’Keeffe’s
brilliant imagery biography
of the tells us
that she “grew up in New York and was
first
of by
the
taughthalf
to draw
herfilm
father,wasn’t
an artist at
the
Museum
of
Natural
History in New
enough, it’s the more
York City. In the 1990’s she moved to
expressionistic-minded
Peekskill with the first wave of artists who
helped to reinvent
city as anthings
artists’
second
half …thewhere
enclave.” This pedigree, however, does not
kick
overdrive.”
Heof her
speak into
to the profound
introversion
work. Her
work epic
does not
rely on accurate
finds
it “an
cinematic
depiction as her father’s drawings must
evocation
“how
have, nor doesof”
it display
the “inventive,
entrepreneurial spirit”
that Peekskill
astonishingly
evocative
Artist District sought out in the 1990s.
silent
German cinema
Rather, it is a subtle, complicated amass of
meandering
journeys.
was
in expressing
sheer
O’Keeffe is both a writer and a visual
madness,”
and the results,
artist. These disciples are intricately
finally,
“breathtaking.”
In a
interrelated
for her–one cannot exist
without the other. As a former English
brief
nod in her study Fritz
teacher, she began her students’ creative
Lang,
notes
writing Lotte
forays byEisner
referencing
her interests
in
music,
philosophy,
literature,
art, and
that
director Otto Rippert’s
nature. Then, over a decade ago, O’Keeffe
“powerful
crowd
scenes
began to explore
the interdependencies
of
her
own
creative
writing,
her personal
and effects of light suggest
investigation of myth and Jungian
that
the youthful
[Fritz] that
psychology,
and a visual language
both
literally
and
figuratively
depended
Lang [the screenwriter
of
upon the other languages. She developed a
Die
learned
bodyPest]
of workcould
that washave
made of
assembled
and
glued
together,
collaged
materials,
a few things from the older
orchestrated into patterned orders that
director.”
The
movie,
resemble ancient
glass
mosaics. at the
Her
work
begins
with
a substrate,
time of its release, received
which for Deborah, could be discarded
an
all-star,
covered
books,
salvagedwidely
or new wood,
metal,
or stretched canvas
depending on her
opening,
and rapturous
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reviews. But it is now almost forgotten.
Given all the ink spilled over Caligari or
Nosferatu, how have we so passed over
this passionate evocation of the plague?
Perhaps we needed our own plague to
properly appreciate it.
Die Pest in Florenz claims to be an
adaptation of Edgar Allen Poe’s story “The
Masque of Red Death,” although it bears
relatively little resemblance to the tale. But
then, that happens a lot with Poe; think of

LOGOS & BRANDING | PRINT | EDITORIAL | ANNUAL REPORTS

Good design makes
people happy
(we’ve heard).

HEYLOUPE.COM
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Deborah O’Keeffe: The Crack of Dawn.
Mosaic paper collage on wood, finished with multiple coats of polyurethane varnish.
final intention for the piece. If it is to be small and intimate, it
is often built on an old book or CD assemblage and if it is to
be monumental it is built on solid wood. After the substate is
prepared for collage, the artist cuts and tears by hand what
will become the surface materials that include old art calendars
and catalogues, used books and ephemera written in English
and German, sheet music, bits of patterned cloth, rusted metal,
pressed flowers and leaves, roots, bark, sticks, beads, and
unidentified interesting small objects–all materials salvaged
and collected from nature, the street, demolition sites, and other
places of refuse and thrift. Her tools are her scissors, pencil,
eraser, art pens, ruler, tweezers, exacto knife, sewing needle,
punching tool, knitting needles, pliers, screwdrivers, and a large
heavy-duty stapler. By using hand scissors or an exacto knife to
cut the materials, a slight natural variation is introduced and as
the layers are applied, a rhythmic visual heartbeat generates a
gestalt. Her work does not progress from a preconceived design,
but rather is meditative – embracing of the process of coming
into being.
Deborah’s layered and abstract mosaic collages have titles
such as Quartet of the Blue Moon, or The Crack of Dawn, or Gloria in
Excelsis Deo which speak to spiritually mythic dimensions, while
the compositions allude to a universal symbolic language of light,
repetition, radiating pattern and rhythm, and perhaps order.
Sometimes she writes or inscribes her own poems into the pieces,
texts which “have no assigned or consistent meaning; attempts
to translate that ‘text will prove
futile.” Overall. The works elide
representational depiction, but
instead “participate in a way of
natural growth, observed in the
patterns of atoms, cells, trees,
sound, cities, solar systems, and
much more. Things radiate,” as
the artist expressed.

A consistent compositional conceit, as in an extended
metaphor, for O’Keeffe, has been the Mandela. An ancient
form consisting of layered concentric circles symbolizing the
cosmos, it is used in many Eastern religious practices to activate
a calm, sacred space, peace, and wisdom and to protect or
enclose energy. Carl Jung made popular use of the mandala to
symbolically represent the unconscious self. To O’Keeffe the
mandala is almost a rhetorical device, the artist repeatedly uses
it as a scaffold to burrow down into the unknown, the not yet
discovered. She recounts:
“Making mandalas has taught me that it is good to be
centered and it is needful to have boundaries. Making mandalas
has shown me how things grow. I have seen that
You must start from somewhere. Anywhere. Preferably the
center. But anywhere. You must start.
It is perfect to be imperfect. Even more, it is beautiful.
Things that seem not to go together can go together if you let
them and help them. This is called integration. There is integrity
in that.
Surprises stand out in the context of a consistent pattern.”
During the complete shutdown of the pandemic, Deborah
found that her pace slowed even more, and allowed herself to
work larger without the timeline constraints to create pieces
that “possess their own original honesty and beauty, taking me
beyond the ephemeral experience [of making] to a more durable
state of joy.”

Deborah O’Keeffe explores the
interdependencies of her own creative writing
with a visual language that both literally and
figuratively depends upon the other languages
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Greg Jordon

Greg Jordon is a jeweler who with
his artist partner BJ, have been fashioning
their jewelry using various traditional
and nontraditional processes for over 40
years. BJ’s career began as a printmaker,
exhibiting hand-colored etchings after
graduation from Indiana University in
1982. Then, after living in Sarasota FL, and
Fort Wayne IN the couple have spent the
last 5 years in Niles, MI working in their
studio as full-time artisans. Along the
way, they also needed to work an array
of side jobs including pizza delivery and
lawn maintenance to make ends meet.
While university trained as artists, they
are both self-taught metalsmiths and have
learned through trial and error, employing
whichever technique will best communicate
their design visions.
Most pieces start with basic geometric
shapes of circles, triangles and rectangles
which are decorated with pictographic
elements of spirals, repeated lines, dots,
hands, and trees. The artists work with a
mix of media including sterling silver and
brass metals and semi-precious stones,
rocks, polymer clay, and found objects
which are affixed using both solder and
cold connections. They texture most of
the jewelry with combined techniques of
acid etching and steel wool brushing, and
patinate them either chemically or with
enamel paint.
Black and White Necklace consists of
three circular pendants that each hang
from a long stem of silver attached to
sliding tubes on a cable. On the inside of
the circular forms are images appearing to
be fossil-like fish vertebra rendered in back
over white and white over black enamel.
These primitive motifs appear as if they
are dissolving yet are contained by a frame
of stamped circled dots amplifying their
“I am here” sensibility. When the necklace
is worn, it takes on the kinetic energy of
the wearer, fluctuating and sliding as their
body moves in space. All of the pair’s work
is at once contemporary in its bold and
simplified geometric motifs and fanciful
character yet simultaneously appears
to have been excavated at an ancient
archeological dig.
During 2020, the pair only traveled
to 9 shows because of the pandemic and
the oppressive consequences of climate
change that has brough extreme heat
and dangerous storms to art fairs. While
challenging financially, their found time
allowed them to move away from their
tried-and-true but repetitive production
work, to explore new ideas which will be in
evidence at 4th Street.
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Greg Jordon: Black and White Necklace

Greg Jordon: 3–D Box Earrings

The range of work that you will see at this years’ festival is
broadly diverse in its subject matter, stylizations, and techniques
within each category. The viewer will see a high standard of
concern for craft and personal vision as is the bread and butter
of quality art fairs, and there will be plenty of work that you will
want to spend time with and purchase. Across most categories
the work is predominantly conservative and often its strongest
asset is its decorative nature. Other works are characterized by
charm, as in the exquisitely articulated intaglio prints of botanical
forms by Marina Terauds; or whimsey, as seen in the reversible
silver dots, bubbles, rings, and paisleys colored resin inlays
of Claudia Winter; or the magical realism and the heightened,
almost irradiated palette of Anastasia Mak’s acrylic and pen
landscapes.

Notably strong categories this year are Ceramics–which
the 4th Street Festival is particularly known for–and Fibers. Be
sure to seek out all the textiles which are mostly wearables. An
exciting example is the work of Mary McFarland who creates
unique tunics and jackets of blocked construction in silk which
she hand-paints with thickened dye in deeply saturated colors
and black motifs to create boldly gregarious designs.
[Michal Ann Carley is an artist glassworker and blacksmith.
She has published visual arts criticism nationally, managed
nonprofit arts organizations, and been an arts educator for
over three decades. She currently is a co-owner of By Hand
Gallery and works for the Kelley School of Business and
Entrepreneurship.]

While the pandemic forced artists into
isolation, its circumstances offered
up prolonged quietude, provoking a
reflective time that resulted in new
inspiration and the creation of bodies
of work that explored new ideas,
materials, and techniques.
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THE CARMEL

International
Arts Festival
SEPT 25 AND 26

When the Carmel International Arts Festival returns to the
Arts & Design District on September 25 and 26, expect to see
more than 120 amazing artists and entertainers. We can’t write
about all of them in this space but here are brief introductions to
three of them.

Mark Waninger

From his childhood in rural southern Indiana, to the
launch of his own business, Mark has always been active in
woodworking. He enjoys searching for the possibilities of
what can be created from the natural beauty of native Indiana
hardwoods, adding the occasional accent of rare exotic species.
The combinations are endless when Mark’s skill as a master
millwright is partnered with his artistic flair. His work features
unique artistic
designs, where each
THIS HOLLOW-FORM VASE IS TURNED FROM A SOLID
piece is envisioned
and individually
PIECE OF PUMPKIN ASH, WITH THE FINIAL AND STOPPER
fabricated, one step
FROM THE SAME PIECE OF WOOD. AFTER IT WAS TURNED,
at a time, from the
rough sawn lumber
MARK APPLIED A BURGUNDY DYE FOR THE BASE COAT,
to the high gloss
THEN ADDED THE BLACK LEATHER TEXTURE TOP COAT.
finish.

Manhole Cover from the Alleys
and Ruins collection

Xavier Nuez

Thirty years ago, Xavier Nuez had an epiphany: by
mastering light he could begin to find all the beauty he knew was
hiding in the shadows. His striking and powerful artworks are
a culmination of years obsessively dedicated to understanding
light and color and from having a compassion for and extreme
sensitivity to all things overlooked by society. From the ordinary
and boring, to the shunned, to the scary, ugly and outcast - he
was determined to elevate these to an unexpected, monumental
status.
Xavier’s photographs are featured in numerous collections
worldwide, including those of the Illinois State Museum; the
University of Richmond Museum in Virginia; the Plains Art
Museum in Fargo, ND; the Norfolk Southern Collection; the
Vicente Fox Library and Museum in Mexico; Mr. Danny DeVito;
and Ms. Angela Lansbury.
Xavier’s family is from Spain; he was born in Montreal and
lives in Chicago. Two or three nights a week he can be found at
Johnny’s Ice House playing hockey.

The Morning Show,
Petaluma

Wendy G. Franklin

SEPT 2021

The idea of becoming a painter started early for
Indianapolis-based Wendy G. Franklin. Her family would take
trips in a Four Star camper to places like Yosemite, Yellowstone,
Puget Sound, and places closer to home on the northern
California coast. A love of observing nature began on family
trout fishing trips in the mountains and abalone diving trips in
Mendocino County.
At a time when universities were not focusing on traditional
art education methods; Wendy was lucky to find a professor
who understood what it was she was after. She received her
B.F.A. in painting from the University of Oregon in 1996. There
she learned to draw and paint from direct observation. Wendy
considers herself a serious professional student of painting and
hopes to spend the rest of her days learning from and painting
the great outdoors.
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event h
F R I D AY, A U G U S T 2 7 T H

• Valerie Tosi; The Comedy Attic; 7 &
9:15pm
• Ohmme; The Bishop; 10pm; $12 adv,
$14 day of show
• Manic Focus; The Bluebird; 9pm
• Raiders of the Lost Ark-Screening;
Buskirk-Chumley Theater; 7pm
• Donna Orbits the Moon; Brown
County Playhouse; 7:30pm
•

S AT U R D AY, A U G U S T 2 8 T H

• Valerie Tosi; The Comedy Attic; 7 &
9:15pm
• Jurassic Park-Screening; BuskirkChumley Theater; 7pm
• Donna Orbits the Moon; Brown
County Playhouse; 7:30pm
•

•

T H U R S D AY, S E P T E M B E R 2 N D

• Alex Williams w/Cody Ikerd; The
Bluebird; 8pm
• Jackie Kashian; Buskirk-Chumley
Theater; 7:30pm
•

F R I D AY, S E P T E M B E R 3 R D

• Rod Tuffcurls; The Bluebird; 9pm
• The Show With Two Heads: Bobcat
Goldthwait & Dana Gould; BuskirkChumley Theater; 7:30 & 10pm
• Donna Orbits the Moon; Brown
County Playhouse; 7:30pm
•

S AT U R D AY, S E P T E M B E R 4 T H

• Kenny Wayne Shepard Band;
Buskirk-Chumley Theater; 8pm
•

• Magic City Hippies; The Bluebird;
9pm
• Shakes the Clown with Bobcat
Goldthwait; Buskirk-Chumley
Theater; 1pm
• The Blooming10 Showcase; BuskirkChumley Theater; 4pm
• Cristela Alonzo; Buskirk-Chumley
Theater; 7:30 & 10pm
• Donna Orbits the Moon; Brown
County Playhouse; 7:30pm
•

• Undertale Live; Buskirk-Chumley
Theater; 7pm

• 13th Annual New Hope for Families
Benefit; The Comedy Attic; 8pm

S U N D AY, A U G U S T 2 9 T H

• Valerie Maker w/ The Ophelias; The
Bishop; 8pm; 18+; $12 adv, $14 day of
show
•

M O N D AY, A U G U S T 3 0 T H

W E D N E S D AY, S E P T E M B E R 1 S T

T H U R S D AY, S E P T E M B E R 9 T H

• Carolyn Forché; Buskirk-Chumley
Theater; 7pm
•

F R I D AY, S E P T E M B E R 1 0 T H

• Hyryder; The Bluebird; 9pm
• Kiwanis Indiana Balloon Festival;
Buskirk-Chumley Theater; 3pm
• Addison Agen w/Special Guest
Charlie Jesseph; Buskirk-Chumley
Theater; 7:30pm
• Vanya and Sonia and Masha and
Spike; Brown County Playhouse;
7:30pm
•

S AT U R D AY, S E P T E M B E R 1 1 T H

• Hairbangers Ball; The Bluebird; 9pm
• Kiwanis Indiana Balloon Festival;
Buskirk-Chumley Theater; 7am
• Vanya and Sonia and Masha and
Spike; Brown County Playhouse;
7:30pm
•

S U N D AY, S E P T E M B E R 1 2 T H

• Vanya and Sonia and Masha and
Spike; Brown County Playhouse; 2pm
• Kiwanis Indiana Balloon Festival;
Buskirk-Chumley Theater; 7am
•

M O N D AY, S E P T E M B E R 1 3 T H

• Kathleen Edwards; Buskirk-Chumley
Theater; 8pm
Dinosaur Jr.; The Bluebird; 9/28; 8pm
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horizon
•

S U N D AY, S E P T E M B E R 1 9 T H

• Vanya and Sonia and Masha and
Spike; Brown County Playhouse; 2pm
•

T U E S D AY, S E P T E M B E R 2 1 S T

• Dogleg + Retirement Party; The Bishop;
9pm; 18+; $13 adv, $15 day of show
•

W E D N E S D AY, S E P T E M B E R 2 2 N D
• Mick Foley; The Comedy Attic; 7pm
• Steven Page Formely of Barenaked
Ladies; Buskirk-Chumley Theater;
8pm
•

T H U R S D AY, S E P T E M B E R 2 3 R D
• Napolean Dynamite-Screening w/
Cast Members; IU Auditorium;
7:30pm
•

F R I D AY, S E P T E M B E R 2 4 T H

• Roy Wood Jr.; The Comedy Attic; 7 &
9:15pm
• RESPECT-The Women of Rock n’ Soul;
Brown County Playhouse; 7:30pm
•

S AT U R D AY, S E P T E M B E R 2 5 T H

• Roy Wood Jr.; The Comedy Attic; 7 &
9:15pm
• Wasting Away in Margaritaville;
Brown County Playhouse; 7:30pm
•

T U E S D AY, S E P T E M B E R 2 8 T H
Valerie Tosi; The Comedy Attic; 8/27 & 8/28; 7 & 9:15pm

•

T U E S D AY, S E P T E M B E R 1 4 T H

• Dinosaur Jr.; The Bluebird; 8pm
•

T H U R S D AY, S E P T E M B E R 3 0 T H
• Boogie T; The Bluebird; 9pm

• Jenn & Eric: Simply Acoustic, Simply
Amazing; Brown County Playhouse;
7:30pm
•

F R I D AY, O C T O B E R 1 S T

• Kevin James Thornton; BuskirkChumley Theater; 8pm
• Hall of Fame; Brown County
Playhouse; 7:30pm
•

S AT U R D AY, O C T O B E R 2 N D

• Ward Davis; The Bluebird; 8pm
• The KING; Brown County Playhouse;
7:30pm
•

S U N D AY, O C T O B E R 3 R D

• Atsuko Okatsuka; The Bishop; 8pm;
18+; $15
•

M O N D AY, O C T O B E R 4 T H

• David Bromberg Quintet; BuskirkChumley Theater; 8pm
•

T U E S D AY, O C T O B E R 5 T H

• Waitress (Musical); IU Auditorium;
7:30pm
•

W E D N E S D AY, O C T O B E R 6 T H

• Waitress (Musical); IU Auditorium;
7:30pm
•

T H U R S D AY, O C T O B E R 7 T H

• The Steel Woods; The Bluebird; 8pm
• Jenn & Eric: Simply Acoustic, Simply
Amazing; Brown County Playhouse;
7:30pm
Ward Davis; The Bluebird; 10/2; 8pm

• The National Parks w/LVDY and
Cory Breth; The Bishop; 9pm; 18+;
$13 adv, $15 day of show
•

W E D N E S D AY, S E P T E M B E R 1 5 T H
• An Evening with Leo Kottke;
Buskirk-Chumley Theater; 8pm
•

T H U R S D AY, S E P T E M B E R 1 6 T H

• Bartees Strange w/Ganser; The
Bishop; 9pm; 18+; $15 adv, $17 day
of show
•

F R I D AY, S E P T E M B E R 1 7 T H

• Vanya and Sonia and Masha and
Spike; Brown County Playhouse;
7:30pm
•

S AT U R D AY, S E P T E M B E R 1 8 T H
• Clayton Anderson; The Bluebird;
9pm
• Vanya and Sonia and Masha and
Spike; Brown County Playhouse;
7:30pm
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As human beings, we thrive on making
connections. We forge them—within our brains,
within our lives, between people—as we meet one
another and learn new things. Through these connections, we gain a greater understanding of our world and
the folks with whom we share it. We contribute to local
networks that, increasingly, become global, through which
we circulate thoughts and ideas and ways of being. In the
last year and a half, many of us have felt more keenly than
ever the need for these connections as we’ve faced the pain
of losing face-to-face interactions and live events, replaced
instead by the dire need for isolation and distance. At the
same time, we have found new ways to join together over
space and time. Synchronous and asynchronous technologies have proliferated at astounding rates, and though
terms like “Zoom fatigue” and “doomscrolling” have
entered our lexicon along with them, these new and crucial
platforms point to the fact that linking up with our friends,
family, and neighbors is not an option, but a need, one
central not only to our individual lives, but to the world
they shape.
At the heart of the Lotus World Music and
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THE LOTUS FESTIVAL IS BACK, BOTH
WITH CAUTION AND A UNIQUELY
PROMISING LINEUP THAT POINTS TO
THE LOTUS FOUNDATION’S TRULY
GLOBAL POINT OF VIEW.
In some ways, the world right now is
as immobile as it’s ever been in recent
memory. At the same time, it has never
been so rife with diﬀerent kinds of
movement. This year’s Lotus Festival
roster oﬀers us an opportunity to reﬂect on the movements that have long
shaped the land we occupy and that
continue to shape the systems central
to our lives. As always, each artist is
well worth audience consideration as
they oﬀer us the chance to learn and
connect through the plethora of sounds
Lotus works so hard to bring us every
year.
The 2021 Lotus World Music and Arts
Festival runs from Thursday, September 23, through Sunday, September
26, in spaces throughout downtown
Bloomington. Conﬁrmed venues
include the Buskirk-Chumley Theater
(114 E. Kirkwood Avenue), tents at
both 6th Street and 4th Street between
College Avenue and Walnut Street, the
FAR Center for Contemporary Arts
(505 W. 4th Street), Switchyard Park,
and Dunn Meadow (N. Indiana Avenue and E. 7th Street).
A Lotus Kick-Oﬀ Concert starts the
festival on Thursday, September 23
at 7:00 PM at the Buskirk-Chumley
Theater. Local musician Jenn Cristy
opens the show, anchoring the audience in Bloomington before the Martha
Redbone Roots Project breaks ground
as the ﬁrst out-of-town artist. At 9:30,
Doctor Nativo keeps the momentum
going with a show at Dunn Meadow
at the corner of Indiana Ave. and 7th
Street.
From 6:30 PM until midnight on
Friday and Saturday, a range of artists
play venues including the 6th Street
and 4th Street tents near the Courthouse Square, the Buskirk-Chumley
Theater, and other downtown venues.
The FAR Center will host livestreamed
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FEEDING MONROE
COUNTY FAMILIES
SINCE 1983

No one should go hungry in our community. That’s why we feed children, seniors, and
individuals trying to make ends meet. When crisis strikes, whether it affects our entire
community or one household, we’re here with nourishing food for anyone in need.
No questions asked.
Learn more and join our efforts:
monroecommunitykitchen.com

COMMUNITY KITCHEN
OF MONROE COUNTY
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LOTUS HAS ALWAYS TUVERGEN
QUESTIONED THE
TROUBLESOME
MARKETING NOTION
OF WORLD MUSIC AS
MUSIC THAT FALLS
OUTSIDE OF THE
ANGLO-AMERICAN
MAINSTREAM.
sets and a pre-recorded guest on Friday night.
Saturday afternoon features free Lotus in the Park shows,
including Matixando, Blato Zlato, and Nation Beat at Switchyard
Park, and workshops and lectures from Saraswathi and Nohe
y Sus Santos. On Sunday morning, Lotus has planned a yoga
session at the FAR Center. Ending the festival, this year’s Sunday
closing concert features Tuvergen and Hargreaves • de Groot •
Gareiss.
At the forefront of the Lotus Foundation’s preparations have
been protocols and accommodations for COVID safety. To that
end, all Lotus volunteers will be required to be vaccinated and
fully masked, while all patrons of indoor events are also asked
to remain fully masked while inside the venue. Ticket prices will
also vary based on whether attendees wish to have access to all
events or only outdoor events, an adjustment made to better suit a
range of diﬀerent comfort levels.

NOHE Y SUS SANTOS

Last year, Santa Fe-based ﬁve-piece band Nohe y Sus Santos gave festivalgoers a virtual performance. This year, they
return with music informed by the group’s roots in Honduras,
Mexico, and the United States, as well as
Afro-Cuban and other Latin rhythms.
Fronted by Nohelia Sosa, the
group’s star has been steadily
on the rise since their 2020 debut album Tempestad, which
places pop originals alongside edgy hits of alternative
rock (a Nirvana cover takes
on new life atop cumbia
rhythms). Now a beacon of
the Albuquerque and Santa
Fe scenes, the ensemble has
made waves in ﬁlms and festivals and will certainly light up
the socially distanced dance ﬂoor
at this year’s Lotus - and will make
for a fascinating workshop. (Friday and
Saturday, including Lotus in the Park workshop)
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Chicagoland’s Tuvergen Band interprets Tuvan and Mongolian
folk music through an appreciative modern lens. Sounds of
khöömei (a vocal style in which a single singer hits multiple
notes at once), Tuvan lutes, and
the Mongolian horse-head
ﬁddle courtesy of Tamir
and Naizal Hargana
meet the eclectic
global percussion
stylings of former
Cirque du Soleil
musician Brent
Roman. The
resulting tight,
transcendent
arrangements
will sound familiar
enough to soothe
longtime fans of old
Siberian sounds even as
Tuvergen innovates, exploring the dynamism inherent in tradition.
(Sunday closing concert)

SAN SALVADOR

San Salvador’s live performances feel like ecstatic rituals: six
voices interweave in a polyphonic semicircle, their owners
drumming and clapping in powerful emphasis. Based near
the highlands of France’s Massif Central, the group sings in Occitan dialects but draws from beyond the region, questioning
the boundaries of tradition through dizzying musical dialogues
among themselves and their spellbound audiences. Every
song is a full-body performance, a trust exercise, a journey; the
breathtaking intricacy of each composition makes for thrilling contours. As reliant on teamwork as on technical musical
proﬁciency, San Salvador brings new meaning to the concept of
harmony. (Friday)

DOCTOR NATIVO

Images of the past, present, and future of Maya identity run
through Guatemala-based Doctor
Nativo’s music. Inﬂuenced by his
world travels as a busker and
a deep sense of his own
Indigenous heritage,
Doctor Nativo makes
music that crosses
cumbia, hip hop,
and reggae, adding
in pre-Columbian
instruments that
tie his tunes to his
penchant for social
activism and folkways. This is pop music
with a purpose, all based
around vital beats that
urge listeners to keep mov-
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ing, physically and politically. The Doctor
himself, meanwhile, makes for a charismatic
frontman—one with no intention of slowing down as the night goes on! (Thursday’s
Lotus in the Meadow, Friday)

DWAYNE
DOPSIE
AND THE
ZYDECO
HELLRAISERS

You’d be hard-pressed to ﬁnd a more compelling contemporary zydeco bandleader
than Lafayette, Louisiana-born Dwayne
Dopsie. Born into a long lineage of inﬂuential
zydeco players, Dwayne Dopsie puts his own
energy and ﬂair for cross-genre ﬂows into the
music he makes with his aptly-named Hellraisers.
A powerful voice,
lightning-fast
hands, and a
love for the
art of performing have
seen Dwayne
hailed across
the nation
and earned
him and the
Hellraisers two
Grammy nominations along with
no shortage of other
accolades. For ﬁrst-time zydeco
audiences and veteran fans alike, Dopsie
Mania seems sure to take hold anywhere the
Hellraisers go. (Saturday)

PAJUNEN AND
SKREDE

Minnesota’s Sara Pajunen and Norway-born,
Milwaukee-based Vidar Skrede have decades
of string-playing between them. A violinist
since her early years in addition to being a
sound artist and composer, Pajunen draws on
her Finnish roots and experiences in heavily

Finnish-American communities in her ﬂuid ﬁddling. Skrede, a multi-instrumentalist, is just as nimble, a highly trained Nordic folk music performer and teacher.
Together, they glide through waltzes and scottisches, recounting transatlantic
migrations between northern Europe and the United States with reverent aplomb.
With well-honed musicianship and a personal investment in their shared repertoire, Pajunen and Skrede easily ﬁll any space they’re in with sound and history.
(Friday and Saturday)

MATIXANDO

Founded in Costa Rica by David Dávila
González, Matixando today is one of
Bloomington’s hardest working and
most exciting bands. With a ﬂuid
sound that draws on its members’
many backgrounds, Matixando puts
an appreciation of local diversity
into melliﬂuous action. Upbeat
tunes bridge styles from across the
Americas, acoustic guitar set along-

Encore exists so that the process of choosing
an instrument is relaxed, enjoyable, and
fun. When you come to Encore and talk to
us you can be sure you are getting honest
information from someone who has been in
your position before.

www.encoreorchestral.com
SEPT 2021
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317.577.3434 • 1.800.974.4713
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side banjo twangs, bold sax, and a dazzling array of percussion. In the band’s own words, Matixando is not just an
ensemble but an attitude, and their grooves, complex
but always accessible, prove it to be a brilliant one.
A tried-and-true crowd-pleaser that promises to do
Bloomington proud at Lotus. (Lotus in the Park)

FOR MORE THAN 30 YEARS,
THORNETTA DAVIS HAS BEEN
ONE OF DETROIT’S BRIGHTEST
LOCAL LUMINARIES, A BLUES
AND R&B SINGER WITH A
VOICE THAT ONLY SEEMS TO
GET WARMER OVER TIME.

THORNETTA DAVIS

For more than thirty years, Thornetta Davis has been one of
Detroit’s brightest local luminaries, a blues and R&B singer
with a voice that only seems to get warmer over time. A winner
of more than a dozen Detroit Music Awards, Davis has opened
for Gladys Knight, Etta James, and Bonnie Raitt, and one listen
makes it easy to hear why. Whether with her full backup band
of talented Detroit locals or on her own, Davis has a voice that
soars and a performing style that always feels fresh. Named
Detroit’s Queen of the Blues in 2015, Davis is a can’t-miss act
as she closes out Friday night with a blast of phenomenal, feelgood soul. (Friday)

SARASWATHI

With three decades of experience on the veena, a lute from
the Carnatic classical traditions of southern India, artist and
teacher Saraswathi Ranganathan is no less than a trailblazer.
The ﬁrst Indian woman to win a Chicago Music Award, Saraswathi has a long list of credits in ﬁlm and live event scoring,
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all based on the strength of her
deeply felt playing. Coasting
easily between serene and
frenzied, Saraswathi is a
one-woman quiet storm,
her playing evocative, her
mastery of open space
as virtuosic as her veena
work. Truly sublime work
that promises not only
to translate into a blissful
performance, but a fascinating workshop over the
Lotus weekend. (Friday and
Saturday, including Lotus in the
Park workshop)

HARGREAVES
• DE GROOT •
GAREISS

Fiddler Tatiana Hargreaves, banjo
player Allison de Groot, and dancer
Nic Gareiss are, to put it in a word,
lively. Individually, each performer
brings a novel perspective to repertoires pulled from the old-time and
bluegrass of Appalachia, Ireland, and Canada. Together,
they oﬀer a multisensory
experience: Hargreaves
and de Groot’s string
playing is as physical as it is musical;
Gareiss’s movements
are as percussive as
they are kinetic. These
are traditions understood through full
embodiment, archives
kept alive through the
movement of hands, feet,
and everything in between.
These are musicians who fuel
each other’s respective creative ﬁres
as they bring their own innovations to
bear. (Saturday and Sunday closing concert)

QUINTESSENTIALLY
AMERICAN IN WAYS TOO
LONG OVERLOOKED BY THE
MAINSTREAM ROOTS MUSIC
SCENE, THE ROOTS PROJECT
IS A FITTING CHOICE FOR
THIS YEAR’S LOTUS KICK-OFF
CONCERT AT THE BCT.
RYDER

YACOUBA
SISSOKO
AND SIYA

Born in Mali to a
well-established djeli
family, Yacouba
Sissoko continues
to bear musical traditions
through his
voice and many-stringed
kora while
also branching out to
play in any
number of other styles from
across the world.
Based in New York
with his group SIYA,
Sissoko’s is a career
studded with stars from
Baaba Maal to Harry Belafonte
to Lauryn Hill. More to the point, though, Sissoko and SIYA are
true masters of their instruments—ngoni and djembe accompany
Sissoko’s kora—who play with clarity and poise as they honor
centuries-old tradition and its potential for future innovation.
(Friday and Saturday)

MARTHA
REDBONE ROOTS
PROJECT

Returning to the Lotus stage for the ﬁrst time since 2015 is Kentucky-born Martha Redbone and her Roots Project, whose music serves as a crucial
reminder of the Black and Indigenous origins of Americana.
Folk, blues, and gospel
come together in searing
expressions of rural
and urban life in the
Roots Project’s work;
Redbone is captivating as she tells
stories drawn from
her origins in the
Southeast and Appalachia while moving toward a hopeful
future. Today the
Roots Project’s work
reaches even further into
soul and jazz, genres that
sound like home for Martha
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Redbone. Quintessentially American in ways too long overlooked
by the mainstream roots music scene, they’re a ﬁtting choice for
this year’s Lotus Kick-Oﬀ Concert at the Buskirk-Chumley Theater. (Thursday and Friday)

BOHOLA

Duo Bohola is something of a
small supergroup, featuring champion accordionist Jimmy Keane and
Chicago-based bouzar
player and vocalist Pat
Broaders. An intercontinental combination,
Bohola’s jigs and reels
owe as much to ancient
Irish melodies as to
the inventions of later
Irish-American migrant
groups. They perform
their winsome takes on
material old and new expertly, with care and charm,
Broaders’s bouzar a splendidly gentle complement to Keane’s
sprightly accordion. With a warm and
wicked sense of humor throughout their work,
Bohola is ready to win the hearts of Lotus’s robust Celtic-oriented crowds, as well as, perhaps, those who didn’t know Irish
music could sound so sweet. (Friday and Saturday)

RAYNA GELLERT AND
KIERAN KANE

Another Americana duo, stringers and singers Rayna Gellert (of
Uncle Earl, among numerous other collaborations) and Kieran
Kane (of the O’Kanes, Kane Welch Kaplin, and indie label Dead
Reckoning Records) individually have too many credentials to list
here. Together, they make stripped-down roots music with bluegrass twang and old-time grit. Fiddle, guitar, banjo, and mandolin
have all popped up in Gellert’s and Kane’s repertoire over the
years, and while it’s too soon to know exactly what to expect from
their Lotus performance, it’s a sure thing that they’ll bring some
classic Nashville sound. (Friday and Saturday)

PAMYUA

Spontaneous interpretations
of Indigenous knowledge
make up Pamyua’s
ever-changing audiovisual performances of what they
call “Inuit Soul
Music.” Composed of four
core members
who lock together in soulful
vocal harmonies,
Pamyua makes
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cutting-edge art on every stage they grace, their music drawing from Inuit and Yup’ik traditions and other pop styles. This
is music and dance that speaks to its members’ modern lived
experiences, and each Pamyua show a dynamic experience for
eyes and ears. Coming all the way from Alaska, Pamyua has
extraordinary stories to tell and an electrifying presence that
will undoubtedly take the Lotusgoer’s spirit to new places.
(Friday and Saturday)

NATION BEAT

Nation Beat mixes the northeastern Brazilian sounds of forró
dance music with local New Orleanian jazz, making Carnival-ready funk with a smoldering heat. A virtual guest at last
year’s Lotus, they just might be
this year’s most bombastic act, and
that’s a good
thing: it’s
easy to
imagine
their
scintillating
brass
ﬁlling
Switchyard
Park and
the streets of Bloomington over the course of the weekend. It’s
not just sheer volume, of course; Nation Beat is a band with
not just energy, but ﬂair, their music marked by sheer power
and true sophistication that makes for a true party atmosphere.
(Friday and Saturday, including Lotus in the Park)

BLATO ZLATO

Based in New Orleans, Blato Zlato’s international crew puts a
Louisianan spin on Bulgarian and other Eastern European folk
traditions. Driving the group’s lofty three-part vocal harmonies
and soaring ﬁddle are a vigorous low end of percussion, accordion, and double bass that make for
a full sound constantly moving
forward. Blato Zlato’s style is
folk music with contemporary intrigue, endlessly
versatile as they move
eﬀortlessly from the
Pirin Mountains
to the Mississippi
Delta and back.
Well-suited to
venues both inside
and outside (they’ll
be at this year’s
Lotus in the Park) and
capable of solemn dirges and quick dances alike,
Blato Zlato is exquisite and
exhilarating. (Friday and Saturday, including
Lotus in the Park)
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the Radio
Revolution
will not be
televised.
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“Leadership, Transitions and
Challenges Well Met”
By Robert F. Arnove
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In conjunction with the Fifty-Year Anniversary Celebration
of Middle Way House, the Ryder has been running a series
of interviews with key staﬀ, board members, and volunteers.
The May/June issue featured MWH Executive Director, Debra
Morrrow; and the July/August issue, longest serving board
member, Cindy Huston, and board member and volunteer

fund-raiser, Penny Gaither. This issue features immediate past
board president, Michael Denunzio, and current president,
Kathleen Sideli. Future interviews will focus on long-serving
staﬀ members from MWH’s diﬀerent programs and services.
RYDER: When did you ﬁrst become involved with MWH? What
were the reasons for your involvement?
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Michael Denunzio and Kathy Sideli
photo by Jesse Eisenberg
MD: 2006, although I’d been involved in many Middle Way projects
in my job with the City of Bloomington. I had two reasons for
joining the board. First was – and arguably must be – dedication
to MWH’s mission. A close second was my desire to participate
what might be called MWH’s experiment in not-for-proﬁt governance. I was deeply interested in participating in an organization
that eschewed traditional hierarchies and focused on empowering, as opposed to “managing” the folks it served.
KS: From the ﬁrst time I met Toby Strout in 1990, I followed
her work with Middle Way House with great interest and
supported the organization as it expanded its services, often
participating in its fundraisers, like the annual Night at the
Opera event. She invited me to join the board in the spring
of 2016 due to my years of experience as a board leader in
many local and national not-for-proﬁts (including The Stone
Belt Arc, Arc of Indiana, Quarryland Men’s Chorus and The
Universalist Unitarian Church) which she felt would be useful to the organization, particularly since she was planning
to retire later that year.
RYDER: What roles have you played on the MWH board of
directors and how have they changed over times?
MD: I came to the board of directors as vice president in 2012,
I think. The idea was that when Cindy Houston, my predecessor, was ready to step aside, I would start as president.
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I’m not sure the role of president changed much during my
time. Obviously priorities shifted for various reasons, but
the president’s role was still that of a convener and to a certain extent, a representative to other entities, donors and the
general public. That was the general rule anyway. My role
did shift a bit directly after Toby’s retirement in 2016, when
the board instituted a shared leadership arrangement that
was in place until we could conduct a proper search and
hire a new executive director. I found myself, for various
reasons, interacting much more with the staﬀ; tensions were
high and folks wanted to know what if any changes would
be coming. Prior to that the board’s interaction with staﬀ
was fairly formal and geared mainly toward information
gathering.
KS: The board elected me vice president when I joined the
organization in 2016, and then I became the president
two years later, in August of 2018, a position I continue to hold. I was fortunate to have the opportunity to
collaborate closely with Michael whose strong leadership
was critical during those important two years which
were transformational for the organization. In that time
the organization adjusted to Toby’s retirement and then
grieved her death a few months later; one of our board
members passed away unexpectedly and a number of
longtime board members declined to continue in their
roles; we held a national search for a new executive
director, revamped the website to operate on all media
platforms, and hired a consultant to guide us through a
strategic planning process. Michael is to be commended
for that process, which was an organization-wide and
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Michael Denunzio
hired as the new executive director so she and I have worked
closely together to implement the goals and objectives of the
strategic plan. We focused on reorganizing staﬀ functions
and reporting lines while also ensuring staﬀ were paid more
commensurate with their responsibilities. We built in eﬃciencies of various kinds to ensure smoother operations. While
there was some staﬀ turnover, given the changes that were
implemented, the resulting teams worked well with Debra and
the various coordinators. The board revisited and updated all
its own materials and processes. We recruited quite a few new
board members, seeking individuals of diverse backgrounds,
including diﬀerent ages and experiences, and ensured that
we provided them with in depth orientation. Through these
improvements, the organization continued to adhere to its
renewed vision of ending domestic and sexual violence in the
lives of all people. And to implement that vision, the organization follows its restated mission which is “to support all
survivors of domestic violence, sexual assault, and human
traﬃcking; and to educate the community through outreach
and prevention programs.”

community-wide activity, with surveys going out to various stakeholders to gauge how we needed to plan for the
future of the organization, followed by numerous special
meetings and a retreat to bring everything together in one
bold detailed plan.
RYDER: How have the goals of MWH changed over the period
of your tenure on the board?
MD: Helping ensure that MWH’s mission is made manifest in the community and securing the money to do that
are, of course, unchanging goals. But beyond that, Toby’s
retirement required us to seriously examine our idea of an
executive director, and the future leadership of the agency.
Should we search for a transitional leader to shepherd the
agency until some stability returned or focus on a permanent executive director from the very start? How wide do
we cast our net? And how do we handle compensation,
knowing that we’d need to work hard to align our compensation more closely with the market for executive directors
of agencies the size and scope of Middle Way. We also prioritized strategic planning, which had long been neglected. I
felt strongly that we needed a skilled and seasoned outside
facilitator and that process became a new goal as well.
KS: The strategic planning process allowed us to tighten up many
aspects of the organization and improve upon its well-functioning aspects. As Michael mentioned, Debra Morrow was
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Middle Way House
follows its mission “to
support all survivors of
domestic violence, sexual
assault, and human
trafﬁcking; and to
educate the community
through outreach and
prevention programs.”
–Kathy Sideli
RYDER: What have been the greatest challenges to MWH’s mission?
MD: Misogyny in all its hideous manifestations. I learned a lot
about it during my time as president.
KS: It continues to sadden me that MWH’s services continue to
be needed in a community like ours, but such is the ongoing
prevalence of domestic and sexual violence. Nevertheless,
I am proud that the entire community rallies to support the
organization and works collaboratively with us to ensure that
our population is served. Sometimes it is challenging for staﬀ
to accept that the organization must refer certain clients to oth-
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er organizations, depending on the scope of their needs. But
given how closely community organizations work together,
we are able to sort out who belongs where.
RYDER: What are the great challenges you have faced as the
president of the board?
MD: MWH owns three buildings and ﬁnding ﬁnancing through
traditional means seemed virtually impossible. Banks were
frequently very hesitant (to put it mildly) to invest in MWH,
despite our history of solvency and good credit. Fundraising is
obviously an enduring challenge, and raising money to pay for
better employee pay was particularly challenging. For some
reason I can’t quite put my ﬁnger on, we, as a community, fail
to recognize the value of the work places like MWH does, and
as a result seem to resist treating those that work there as the
professionals they are. That was a tough challenge. When we
were beginning to craft our strategic plan I wanted make sure
that we at least planned to make MWH a model employer. For
years has been rightfully touted as a model for other domestic
violence shelters and I felt strongly that it was time to compensate the staﬀ such that the incredibly diﬃcult work they do is
valued economically, culturally and every other way.
KS: Half of my presidency has taken place during the pandemic
so, like other entities, we had to quickly adjust to this new reality that impacted the organization on multiple levels. MWH
services are, of course, essential so our executive director and
staﬀ had to put their own health on the line in order to serve
clients. They have been phenomenal in working out ways
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to safeguard the health of staﬀ as well as clients during the
pandemic, although a few services had to be cut back since
volunteers weren’t available and children couldn’t have access
to all the activities once available to them. MWH has operated
through the pandemic without any major virus spread which
is commendable and due to the incredible leadership of Debra
Morrow as well as her very responsible staﬀ. The board also
needed to change the way we operated, learning how to utilize
Zoom for all our board and committee meetings. We’ve had
terriﬁc attendance and easily adjusted to these virtual communications. The agency was also able to qualify for a PPP [(Paycheck Protection Program) loan which helped the bottom line.
RYDER: What are the greatest satisfactions you have experienced
as president of the board?
MD: By far the best thing we did while I was president was hire
Debra Morrow as the executive director. It’s beyond obvious
that any new executive director would have to have a well-established sense of self and boundless courage given Toby’s
long and wildly successful tenure. Debra has both those attributes and has thrived in her role, as has Middle Way.
KS: Working with MWH staﬀ, volunteers, supporters and board
members continues to give me deep satisfaction. It is amazing
the hours that people invest in this organization. We had a small
core of very quiet volunteers who jumped in to assist wherever
possible, doing many chores and tasks, despite the threat to their
own health. And I cannot emphasize enough how our community supporters stayed with us during the pandemic, continuing to
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Anna Strout delivers a Middle Way House
spring fundraiser fern to Kathleen Sideli.

donate to the organization even while we couldn’t conduct in-person fundraisers. Everyone connected to MWH has been creative
with their energy and solutions. We also embraced the challenges
initiated by the Black Lives Matter movement after the horriﬁc
death of George Floyd. Board members engaged in self-education
by reading a number of critically important works on racial justice
and, based on our recommendation, the staﬀ implemented its own
equity, accountability and racial justice initiatives. Even though
more than a year has passed since those events, we continue to keep
equity as a priority for the organization.
RYDER: Any ﬁnal reﬂections you would like to share with the
Ryder readership that have not been covered by the previous
questions.
KS: Thank you for shining a light on this incredible organization
that has supported this community for 50 years, despite its
many challenges. While many organizations can publicize
individual successes with photos and anecdotes, it is important that an organization like ours protects the privacy of its
clients. Therefore, the majority of MWH’s work is invisible. Therefore, having the community understand through
a publication like yours the depth and breadth of its services
helps the organization immensely. Survivors who need MWH
should know we are there for them, to assist them in any way
that we can. We’ll be launching our annual Wrapped-In-Love
tree sweater program again this October. Nothing deﬁnes
MWH better than the messages of those sweaters—enveloping
survivors and the entire community in love which we need
now, more than ever. So thank you for getting our message
out to the community in this way.
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For some reason I canʼt
quite put my ﬁnger on,
we, as a community,
fail to recognize the
value of the work
Middle Way House
does, and as a result
seem to resist treating
those that work there
as the professionals
they are.
–Michael Denunzio
RYDER

Donate or register to volunteer today at
www.bloomingtonmealsonwheels.org.
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Self-Help for
the Rest of Us
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THIS
ISN’T
FINE

RYDER

By Brian
Stout

A NEW GROUP OF AUTHORS IS
TAKING A CLEAR-EYED LOOK
AT THE HIDDEN COSTS OF
UNFLAPPABLE OPTIMISM AND
POSITIVE THINKING.

The global pandemic continues to do significant damage
to the physical and psychological well-being of many, and
further psychological fallout from illness is on the horizon,
but the response has been akin to the widely-circulated “This
is fine” meme, even while our collective house burns down.
Belief in scientific inquiry is optional. Expertise is trumped by
YouTube research. Many treat evidence, progress, and reality
as a buffet, adding the appealing parts to our plates and
discarding or spitting out the rest, evidence be damned,
asserting their refusal to engage with scientific inquiry with,
“We all have the right to our opinions.”
Compounding this collective shrug is a significant group
of people who would rather suffer silently than seek help
or even take a sobering look at the damage done by a
lack of access to care, especially mental health. While
many speak more freely about diagnoses, therapy,
and medication, we are far from seeing mental and
physical health on the same level. Criticism of Simone
Biles’ decision to prioritize her mental health is
merely the most recent example of how choosing
achievement over wellness is not only encouraged,
but expected. Toughing it out is the American Way.
A few years ago, “fuck your feelings” bubbled up
as a rallying cry to Own the Libs, but we have a
rich history of living that out.
Ironically, given our “man up” mantras,
the premium placed on positivity, self-reliance,
and outright denial of issues to get by has
set the stage for a whole host of ineffective,
maladaptive thinking and behavior, as if we
can will ourselves out of dire circumstances
or illness. And for quite a while, self-help
bookshelves were stuffed with authors
and concepts that promised the world
but didn’t deliver, leaving unanswered
questions for those of us who are
fortunate enough to have the space
to examine our lives rather than just
survive them.
However, in the past few years,
there is a shift in the self-help space.
Another group of authors are not
promising the world, delivering
messages that inspire measured
hope and ways to make it through
the day rather than visualization of
untold wealth and success. They are taking a
clear-eyed look at the costs of some of the predominant
American ideas such as unflappable optimism, prosperity gospel,
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and positive thinking. From debunking unbridled optimism on a
global scale to taking the first steps toward deciding which fucks
to give in life, these authors are kicking against convention to
provide practical, reasonable ways to be a little happier.
“We need to brace ourselves for a struggle against terrifying
obstacles, both of our own making and imposed by the natural world.
And the first step is to recover against the mass delusion that
is positive thinking.”--Barbara Ehrenreich
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In Brightsided, Barbara Ehrenreich assesses the damage
done to our nation by reckless optimism and unchecked positive
thinking, from people who try to spin a cancer diagnosis into a
blessing to prosperity gospel religious leaders to the “too big to
fail” mentality that crashed the economy during the first decade
of this century. She questions the emphasis Americans put on
projecting happiness and identifies holes in the research that got
Americans thinking that projecting happiness can lengthen our
lives and improve our health. Of course it is better to be positive
than to be chronically sad--is a study really needed to provide
support for that notion?
Ehrenreich begins by noting the core challenge of
researching happiness--its slipperiness. Is it simply a matter of
counting how often we feel happy? What if we feel less happy
later in the day? Does that still count as being happy? She goes
even further to ask a provocative question--is happiness even
a worthy goal to pursue, given this resistance to a standard
definition? How would you know when you’ve achieved
it?
Then there is also the matter of how
well people even understand
happiness. A metaanalysis of over a
hundred
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studies referenced in her book found that Americans ranked
23rd on self-reported happiness, but 150th on The Happy
Planet Index, which takes into account factors such as health,
environmental sustainability, and upward mobility, in spite of
the predominant American stereotypes of positive self-image.
Stacking this faux optimism against global realities, including our
underperforming systems, wealth disparity, over-incarceration,
and systemic racism shows a country that is fooling itself into
deeming itself the best and putting on a happy face, Ehrenreich
contends, and it is difficult to not think of the “This is fine”
meme.
She lacerates the circularity of American positive thinking. If
things are getting better, then why is positive thinking needed?
Shouldn’t we be able to focus on other matters if things are
getting better on their own? These conflicts are precisely what
Ehrenreich aims for and obliterates.
Of course, one can easily counter Ehrenreich’s thesis by
saying, “What’s the harm in thinking positive?” and she
answers that swiftly and powerfully. She describes her
experience as a breast cancer patient bombarded with
positive thinking messages on the Susan Komen website
and unreasonably optimistic phrases on support
message boards. Her diagnosis was not greeted with
a smile; it provoked fear and anger. Much to her
surprise, she was piled on by others for expressing
anxiety about her diagnosis, where others were
extolling how their breast cancer diagnosis made
them feel more spiritual, more feminine, and
stronger, with some even going so far as to
call the diagnosis “a gift,” that changed their
attitude toward life. “There was, I learned, an
urgent medical reason to embrace cancer with
a smile: a ‘positive attitude’ is supposedly
essential to recovery...I encountered this
assertion over and over...that survival
hinges on ‘attitude.’”
Ehrenreich doesn’t take issue
with people trying to keep hope of a
recovery alive, but does take issue
with this relentless focus on optimism
at the expense of denying entirely
plausible feelings about fear and
anger. She recounts a story of a
patient who contacted Deepak
Chopra to ask for advice, having
incorporated prayer, meditation,
and forgiveness to recover,
but continually experienced
recurrence. Chopra’s advice?
Just keep going, you’re
doing the right things,
underestimating the
potential psychological
damage of not
acknowledging the
reality of her steadily
declining health.
She also highlights
the ways that positive thinking
has cemented ideas in politics, business,
and faith that if you’re not getting what you
desire, it is most likely because you are not being positive
enough. If your business fails or you are downsized, it is because
you didn’t try hard enough. Interestingly enough, this seems to
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SELF-HELP BOOKSHELVES ARE STUFFED WITH AUTHORS
AND CONCEPTS THAT PROMISE THE WORLD BUT DON’T
DELIVER, LEAVING UNANSWERED QUESTIONS FOR THOSE
OF US WHO ARE FORTUNATE ENOUGH TO HAVE THE
SPACE TO EXAMINE OUR LIVES RATHER THAN JUST
SURVIVE THEM.
be at odds with how positive thinking manifests itself in illness.
By this line of thinking, shouldn’t people be saying, “Getting
downsized was the best thing that ever happened”? Instead, they
worry about how to pay bills and dread a cycle of applications
and interviews, hoping that their returns
aren’t diminished in the next job.
In evangelical churches, “naming
and claiming” is connected to the idea
that god rewards positive thinking. Joel
Osteen has made a fortune towing this
line, encouraging people to reprogram
their minds through positive mental
images, even as he has refused to open his
church to hurricane victims and invited
Kanye West to share his stage recently to
talk about the evils of pop culture, which
didn’t impress even his own followers. If
positive thinking is the missing piece of
success, who’s to blame when it doesn’t
work out? It must be that people aren’t
being positive enough! This conveniently
sets up optimism peddlers such as Osteen
for repeat business, as people continue to
proverbially press the bar, hoping for the
pellet. Perhaps those displaced hurricane
victims just weren’t thinking enough
positive thoughts or should have “named
and claimed” shelter.
Even more disconcerting is the
other behavior that often results from
“brightsiding”--ignoring warning signs
and information that could help us avoid
or better prepare for disaster. She cites
examples such as the flight students who
were more concerned with flying the plane
than landing it just before 9/11 to refusal
to heed evolving market conditions that
led to the financial crash just over ten
years ago. Ehrenreich’s work is a sobering
account of how those of us who thrive
with a more realistic perspective are being
derided as naysayers.
Exploring this concept at an individual
level, Oliver Burkeman’s The Antidote:
Happiness for People Who Can’t Stand
Positive Thinking shares how our positive
affirmations and thinking can actually be
harmful and counterproductive to our
pursuit of happiness. His book takes the
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other path--that embracing uncertainty and insecurity as facts of
daily life rather than feelings to avoid can actually make people
feel happier. Thinking constantly about happiness ends up
making it more elusive. By removing the inflated expectation that
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we
can
leverage
affirmations
and positive thinking
to happiness, we are free of
the disappointment that this thinking
inevitably produces. To arrive at these insights, he
stares into the self-help abyss with clear eyes, attending
seminars and speaking with people who have built their careers
around bolstering positivity, but he also attends a silent retreat
and studies stoicism.
As Burkeman meets with thinkers both positive and realistic,
he also puts himself through experiments to test his assertions.
One humorous but insightful passage describes his experience
purposefully embarrassing himself on public transit, a suggestion
from Albert Ellis, founder of Rational Emotive Therapy (RET),
which is grounded in facing fears and worst possible outcomes
and imagining how to work through them. Inspired, Burkeman
confronts his own fear about public humiliation by calling out the
subway stops. He readily admits it is awkward and unpleasant,
as expected, but the terrible scenarios he had developed in his
mind mostly didn’t happen. By facing the worst thing he could
imagine and developing a response, he felt more confident to
handle life and was sometimes pleasantly surprised when things
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turned out
better than
expected. This
experience is the
basis of one of his
tenets--imagine
the worst that could
happen and prepare
for it. Still, even
aspiring to a stoic take
on life has no guarantees,
so Burkeman advocates
for having multiple tools
to resolve feelings of anxiety
or unhappiness, but most
importantly, not feeling bad
about not feeling happy all the
time.
John Kim, a.k.a. The Angry
Therapist, made a career pivot into
counseling after his screenwriting
career stalled and his marriage ended.
He has developed a reputation for
holding sessions in coffee shops, during
workouts, and other unconventional
settings and calls his no frills, approach
to self-care “therapy in a shot glass,” and
describes his style as “casual over clinical,
with you over at you.”
His first book, The Angry Therapist: A No
BS Guide to Finding and Living Your Own Truth
was inspired by his desire to reach as many
people as possible with short, impactful lessons
and ideas for those who can’t spend the time or
money on weekly therapy sessions. It serves as a
manifiesto from which his subsequent work flows,
emphasizing streamlined, bite-size chapters that end
with realistic action items.
In his tough-love book for men called I Used to be
a Miserable Fuck, which takes a lacerating view of how
his behavior toward people in his life pushed them away
and ended his first marriage. Through highly personal
and vulnerable examples from his own life, he outlines
irreverent, practical advice for men who want to do better,
delivering this wisdom in sections with titles such as “Don’t
Be Nice, Be Kind,” “Do Express Your Fucking Feelings,” and
“Don’t Pee in the Shower.” Kim is unsparing in his account
of how his time as a miserable fuck cost him his marriage and
alienated those around him, and this willingness to open up is
effective.
His most recent book, Single on Purpose, was a best-seller upon
release earlier this year and provides advice on how to be alone
but not lonely. Kim takes the reader on his own journey through
his divorce and realization that he had never really learned to
be alone on his own successfully to illustrate what he learned by
doing some internal work. Rather than viewing being single as
an obstacle to overcome, he seeks to prepare people for meeting
someone new, or for being content on their own.
However, for all of Kim’s insistence on differentiating himself by
not putting clients on couches and meeting at diners for sessions,
his edginess is showing some signs of wear as his profile
increases. He is adept at leveraging social media to establish
his relatability. His brand has grown from books and a podcast
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IS HAPPINESS EVEN A
WORTHY GOAL TO PURSUE?
to coach
programs
and growing
a “lifestyle
community.” And while mostly adhering to the “therapy in
a shot glass” concept, his podcast also has episodes of selfindulgence and solipsism that Kim should know better than to
make available to his fan base, such as the episodes that feature
Kim in his own therapy sessions.

“Our crisis is no longer material; it’s existential, it’s spiritual. We
have so much fucking stuff and so many opportunities that we don’t
even know what to give a fuck about anyomore.” --Mark Manson

While not infallible, these authors provide a refreshing
alternative to those of us who are unable to commit the time
and/or money to therapy, providing sticky, simple principles to
manage thinking and expectations that produce results without
the saccharine overdose.
In The Subtle Art, Manson writes, “Let’s be honest;
sometimes things are fucked up and we have to live with it.”
Fortunately, he and Burkeman, Kim, and Ehrenreich have our
backs.

Despite the resemblance that the above quote bears to one
of Tyler Durden’s speeches in Fight Club,
Mark Manson taps into the existential
crises of a whole group of people who are
comfortable enough to wonder if this is
really all there is.
He also stakes the space of providing
purpose-driven, science-based, pragmatic
“advice that doesn’t suck” on his website
and YouTube channel. His most wellknown book is The Subtle Art of Not
Giving a Fuck: A Counterintuitive Approach
to Living a Good Life, and it presents
perhaps the most streamlined approach
to incorporating realism into daily life.
In short, Manson’s thesis is that it is
impossible to give a fuck about everything
and unproductive and unsatisfying to give
zero fucks, so we must choose which fucks
we will give and stick to those. This allows
us to let the rest of the surrounding noise
of life truly slide and to keep our eyes on
what is really important.
Manson upends the impulses many of
us cling to; his mission is to embrace, not
deny, the unpleasant aspects of life and to
acknowledge their place in achievement.
“Pain is an inextricable thread in the
fabric of life, and to tear it out is not only
impossible, but destructive: Attempting to
tear it out unravels everything else with
it.”
If there’s a flaw in Manson’s book,
it’s that he could stand to have a more
refined focus chapter to chapter. He
is adept at providing a wide range of
supporting ideas from philosophy, science,
and psychology, but the book takes an
unsatisfying detour about three quarters
Reimagine a better a normal. Join together in building a
in. Eventually, he does get back on track
more equitable, just, and resilient community. Reimagine a future
for the conclusion. For this reason, it might
that works for everyone by embracing big ideas, big solutions.
be more rewarding to skim the book and
The work starts now. Give today.
subscribe to his YouTube channel and
email newsletter. And in fairness, deciding
Serving Monroe, Owen, and Greene Counties
what to give a fuck about could be viewed
www.monroeunitedway.org
as a First World Problem.

Reimagine...
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IU CINEMA
UPCOMING PROGRAMS

IN-PERSON AT IU CINEMA
AUG 24

SUMMER OF SOUL
( ... OR, WHEN THE REVOLUTION
COULD NOT BE TELEVISED)*

AUG 31

SEP 7

THE UNINVITED

SEP 12

ZOLA*
SEP 26

SEP 28

DOUBLE FEATURE

CAPTURING LEE MILLER* /
THE BLOOD OF A POET

THE GHOST AND MRS. MUIR

THE GREEN KNIGHT*

INTERACTIVE VIRTUAL EVENTS
SEP 9

TANNA
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SEP 14

GATHER*
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OUTDOOR SCREENINGS AT MEMORIAL STADIUM
SEP 16

WALL-E

SEP 23

PRINCESS MONONOKE

SEP 30

101 DALMATIANS

OCT 7

OCT 14

THE MUMMY

WHAT WE DO IN THE SHADOWS

Join us at IU Cinema, in the IU Cinema Virtual Screening Room, and at Memorial Stadium this fall for interactive
and engaging cinematic experiences. Sign up for IU Cinema’s weekly email, follow us on social media,
or visit cinema.indiana.edu for program updates and details.
*The International Arthouse
Film Series is co-sponsored by
the Ryder Film Series
and IU Cinema.

IU Cinema wishes to acknowledge and honor the Indigenous communities native to this region, and recognize that Indiana University Bloomington is built on
Indigenous homelands and resources. We recognize the myaamiaki, Lënape, Bodwéwadmik, and saawanwa people as past, present, and future caretakers of this land.
TRANSFORMATIVE CINEM ATIC EXPERIENCES ACCESSIBLE FOR ALL
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|

CINEMA.INDIANA .EDU

|

1213 E. 7TH ST., BLOOMINGTON IN, 4 7405

|

812.856.CINE
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